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Abstract 
We extend results of Harizanov and Barker. For a relation R on a recursive structure .r9, we 
give conditions guaranteeing that the image of R in a recursive copy of -CA! can be made to have 
arbitrary C,” degree over AZ_ We give stronger conditions under which the image of R can be 
made C,” degree as well. The degrees over A: can be replaced by certain more general classes. 
We also generalize the Friedberg-Muchnik Theorem, giving conditions on a pair of relations 
R and S under which the images of R and S can be made X,” and independent over AZ in 
a recursive copy of d. 
0. Introduction 
Let ~2 be a recursive structure, and let R be a further relation on &‘. Ash and 
Nerode [7] considered the possible images of R under isomorphisms ffrom .d onto 
recursive structures. They observed that if R is definable in ,d by a recursive 
Xl formula, then ,f(R) must be r.e. They showed that if R is not definable by such 
a formula, then under additional effectiveness assumptions, f(R) can be made not r.e. 
The same is true for l?, so a necessary condition for making f(R) not recursive is that 
at least one of R, R is not definable by a recursive Cl formula, and with added 
effectiveness assumptions, this is sufficient. 
Barker [S] lifted the results of [7] to arbitrary levels in the hyperarithmetical 
hierarchy. If R is definable in d by a recursive C, formula, then f‘(R) must be C,“, and 
if R is not definable in this way, then under additional effectiveness assumptions, f(R) 
can be made not C,“. It follows that a necessary condition for making ,f(R) not A: is 
that at least one of R, I? is not definable by a recursive C, formula, and with added 
effectiveness assumptions, this is sufficient. 
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Harizanov [9] considered the possible degrees of f(R). First, she showed that the 
conditions from [7] for making f(R) not recursive are sufficient to give f(R) arbitrary 
r.e. degree. Second, she found a natural syntactical condition which is necessary for 
making f(R) r.e. and not recursive, and she showed that this condition, with added 
effectiveness assumptions, is sufficient for makingf(R) r.e. and of arbitrary r.e. degree. 
In both results, f and f(R) have the same degree. 
We lift the results of [9] to higher levels. We need some definitions to describe the 
results. We say that X and Y have the same degree over D if X 0 D =_T Y 0 D. We say 
that X and Y are independent over D if X $& Y 0 D and Y <r X @ D. We write AZ for 
a complete AZ oracle. 
Our first result says that the conditions from [S] for making f(R) not AZ are 
sufficient to give f(R) arbitrary Cz degree over AZ. The syntactical condition from [9] 
which is necessary for making f(R) r.e. and not recursive generalizes to a condition 
which is necessary for makingf(R) Cz and not AZ. Our second result says that this 
condition, with added effectiveness assumptions, is sufficient to make f(R) Cz and of 
arbitrary Ez degree over AZ. In both results, fand f(R) have the same degree over AZ. 
The conclusions in the results can be strengthened, replacing AZ by certain more 
general sets D, and saying that for any C r.e. relative to D, we can make 
f(R)@D -TC@D. 
To generalize the Friedberg-Muchnik Theorem, consider a pair of relations R and 
S on d. We give syntactical conditions which are necessary for making f(R) and f(S) 
r.e. and independent. We show that with additional effectiveness assumptions, these 
conditions are sufficient. More generally, we give syntactical conditions which are 
necessary and, with added effectiveness assumptions, sufficient to make f(R) andf(,S) 
Zz and independent over A:. The syntactical conditions for this result are related to 
the one for making the image of a single relation Zz and not AZ. 
In the proofs, we use a metatheorem for nested priority constructions [l], plus 
a variant of the metatheorem in which the usual oracles are replaced by more general 
ones. 
In Section 1, we state the basic metatheorem, together with the variant. In Section 2, 
we extend the results of Harizanov. In Section 3, we give examples illustrating the results 
of Section 2. In Section 4, we generalize the Friedberg-Muchnik Theorem. In Section 5, 
we give examples illustrating the results of Section 4, and we state an open problem. 
The ordinals that we consider are recursive. While ordinal notation is behind 
everything we do, we suppress it. We justify this as usual by having in mind at each 
moment a path in Kleene’s 0, with notations for the ordinals we are considering, and 
identifying the ordinals with their unique notations along this path. 
1. Metatheorems 
An u-system is a structure (L, U, P, E, $ p < 2 , ) where L, U, are r.e. sets, P is an r.e. 
tree, consisting of finite, non-empty sequences o = 10ulll . . . , for Ii E L, Ui E U, such 
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that if o E P and z is a non-empty initial segment of rs, then z E P, E is a partial 
recursive function taking elements of P with last term in L to finite subsets of w, and 
(GO)/?<= is a family of binary relations on L, r.e. uniformly in /3, such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) <p is reflexive and transitive, 
(2) if y < /I, then $ implies $,, 
(3) if I f. m, then E(l) c E(m), 
(4) if CJU E P, where CJ ends in lo EL, 1’ <SO l1 $, ‘.. <pp,_l lk, and 
a>/&> ... > Pk, then there exists m such that DU, E P and for all i d k, 1’ Gpi m. 
An instruction function for P is a function 4 on the set of elements of P ending in L, 
such that if q(o) = U, then BU E P. A path through P is an infinite sequence rt such that 
all non-empty finite initial segments are in P. A run of (P, q) is a path 7c = louIll . . . 
such that for all n, u, is given by q. We write E(n) for IJ, E(l,). 
Theorem 1.1 (Ash Cl]). Let (L, U, P, E, Gpaacz ) be an cc-system, and let q be 
a AZ instruction function for P. Then there is a AZ run n of (P,q) such that E(n) 
is r.e. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 involves producing sequences rep for 1 < /? < CI, A: uni- 
formly in /I, such that 
(a) there is a run 7~ of (P,q) which is essentially the same as rra, 
(b) for p < y, rry is essentially a subsequence of rcP, and 
(c) r+ preserves Go. 
Since E(9) = E(n’), we are able to conclude that E(x) is r.e. 
The oracle for the construction at level p (producing rcb) is a complete A; set. We 
could phrase this differently, saying that for j3 = y + 1, the oracle at level p is 
a complete Ct set, and for p a limit ordinal, the oracle at level fi is the uniform limit of 
the sets at levels below. We can vary the metatheorem, using more general families of 
oracles. 
We say that Y is REA relative to X if Y is r.e. in X and X &- Y (REA stands 
for “r.e. in and above”). For a family of sets (C,),,,, let C,, denote C, if j = y + 1 
and ((n, x): x E C,J if b is a limit ordinal and (fi,&_ is the increasing sequence with 
limit /I picked out by our notation for b. An cl-table is a family (C,),,, such tha 
recursive, and C, is REA relative to C,,, uniformly in p. 
Here is the variant of the metatheorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let d = (L, U, P, E, <p B < .) be an x-system. Let (CD), <a be an a-t 
Co is 
5le. If 
q is an instructionfunctionfor P such that q fr C,,, then (P, q) has a run z dT Cc, such 
that E(n) is r.e. 
The proof is the same as for Theorem 1.1. 
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2. Givingf(R) specified degree over a top oracle 
Let d be a recursive structure, and let R be a further relation on &. If R and R are 
both definable in & by recursive & formulas, then for any isomorphism f from 
d onto a recursive copy, f(R) is At. If either R or l? is not definable in this way, then, 
under some additional effectiveness conditions, we can give f(R) arbitrary Cz degree 
over AZ. In the result below, the hypothesis is essentially saying that i? is not definable 
by a recursive C, formula. We use some different terminology. 
First, we define E(a) for tuples a in d. If a has length n, and x consists of the first 
n variables, then E(a) is the set of q(x), an atomic formula or the negation of one, with 
variables among x, satisfied by a, and having Giidel number <n. Next, we define 
binary relations a 6 b, where a and b are tuples of the same length. Let a &, b if 
E(a) c E(b). For p > 0, let a ds b if for all y -=z p and all d, there exists c such that 
b, d 6, a, c. We extend the relations 6, letting a Gp b if b is the result of extending 
a tuple c of the same length as a such that a <,r c. 
The structure d is tx-friendly if it is recursive and the relations S+ are uniformly 
r.e., for fi < CI (see [3]). We define the first of several different notions of “freeness”. We 
say that a is a-free over c if for any a, and any j < CI, there exist a’, a; such that 
c, a, al do c, a’, a; and a and a’ are on opposite sides of R (i.e., a’ E R iff a E R). 
Theorem 2.1. Let d be an a-friendly structure, and let R be a recursive relation on &. 
Suppose thatfor all c, we can find a E I? a-free over c in the sense above. Then for any Cz 
set C, there is an isomorphism ffrom zl onto a recursive g such that f GT C @ AZ and 
C GT f (R) @ At (so f(R) and C have the same degree module AZ). 
Proof. At level CI, we carry out a permitting construction, based on a Ai enumeration 
of C. Let B = o, thought of as an infinite set of constants (to name elements of %?). Let 
F be the set of finite l-l functions from an initial segment of B into SS!. Above, we 
defined E and Gp on tuples from d. Now, we define E and <@ on elements of 9. For 
p(b) = a, let E(p) be the set of sentences cp(b) such that Y(X) E E(a). Let p 6 q if 
dam(p) E dam(q) and for b, a, and u’ such that p(b) = a and q(b) = a’, we have a $ a’. 
Here are the requirements. 
R,: Choose b E B to code the presence or absence of n in C. 
The strategy for R, is as follows. Say we have pn tentatively satisfying R, for m < n. 
We choose a coding constant b greater than any in dom(p,) and (assuming n has not 
already appeared in C) take pn+ 1 2 pn mapping b to some a E R free over ran(p,). If 
n later appears in C, and there has been no action on R, for m < n, we replace p,, + 1 by 
pA+ 1 2 pn, mapping b into R. If there is action on R, for some m < n, resulting in p;, 
we abandon b, choosing a new coding constant b’. Once C n n has been enumerated, 
we determine the final coding constant. Then once Cn(n + 1) is enumerated, R, is 
satisfied. 
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We define an a-system (L, U, P, E, Gp B < I ) and an instruction function q. Let U be 
the set of finite subsets of w. Let L be the set of finite sequences poboplbl . . . b,_ lp., 
where pk E 9, bk E B, and the following hold (we write <b for the set {d E B: d < b}): 
(1) PO = 0, 
c2) Pk s Pk+l, 
(3) dom(p,) includes the first k elements of B and ran(&) includes the first 
k elements of &, 
(4) bk E dOm( pk + 1) - dOm( pk) and either pk + 1 (bk) E R iS cl-free Over pk + 1 ( < bk) Or 
else pk + I (bk) E R. 
Let rconsist just of po, where p. = 0. We extend E and $ to L. If 1 E L and 1 ends in 
p, then E(1) = E(p). If 1, m are elements of L, ending in p, q, respectively, then 1 6 m iff 
p Ga q. For u E U, let L(u) consist of those 1 = pobo . . . b, _ Ip,, in L such that for k < n, 
pk+ l(bk) E R iff k E u. We say that 1 attempts to satisfy the jirst n requirements, 
according to the information in u. 
Let P be the Set of finite alternating sequences L111u2& ... such that uk c &+ r, 
lk E L(&), E(1,) E E(lk+ 1), and &+ i attempts to satisfy the first requirement which is 
not satisfied by & according to the information in #k+l. This means that for 
lk = PoboPl ... b,_ lpr, if there exists n < r such that n E uk+ i - uk (so that /k $ L(&+ 1)), 
then for the first such n, lk+ 1 has form pobopl . . . b,pA+ 1, and if there is no such n (so 
that lk E L(nk+1), then &+i has form pobo . . . b,_Ip,b,p,+l. (In either case, 
lk+ 1 E &k+ I).) 
Suppose rt = iuIllu212 ... is a path through P such that C = U, u,. There is 
a sequence of numbers (k(n)),,,, recursive in rc and C, such that lk(,,) has the form 
p. . . . b,_ lpn, and for k > k(n), 1, 2 l,‘(n). Let f-i = IJ, pn. Then f is a l-l function 
from & onto B. We obtain a structure B such that d Ed 2?, and D(B) = U, E(p,) = 
E(rc). We have f <r rc @(k(n)) nEO Qr x 0 C. We must show that C <r rc @f(R). 
Having determined C n n, we locate the first k such that lk has form p. bopl . . . b,p, + 1 
andu,nn=Cnn.ThennECiffb,Ef(R). 
We have defined all the components of the a-system. We shall return to the 
conditions, but first we define the instruction function q. Let C, be the subset of 
C enumerated in n steps using the A”, oracle. For g E P of length 2n + 1, let q(o) = C,. 
Now, we turn to the conditions. The first three are obvious. For Condition 4, 
suppose that cru E P, where G ends in l”,lo +, 1’ +, ... $_, lk, and 
cX>/30> ... > Pk. We must produce m such that ou,,, E P, and 1’ < Pim for i Q k. 
Suppose 1’ ends in pi. Starting with qr = pr, we work back, determining qi 2 pi such 
that qi+l 6,+, qi. We have pi <ai q. for all i. Say that 1’ = pobo . . . b,_ 1pr (where 
pr = p’). First, suppose that lo E L(u). Let b be the first constant not in dom(q,), take 
q 2 qo, where q(b) is a-free over ran(qo), and extend, if necessary, to include the first 
r + 1 elements in the range and domain. Then p. b. . . . b,_ Ip,.b, is the desired m. Next, 
suppose that 1’$ L(u). Let n < r be first such that n E u and p,,+ l(b,) # R, take q =, pn 
such that q(b,) E R and q. $,, q (q exists because pn+ 1 (b,) is ct-free over p,,+ 1( < b,)), 
and extend, if necessary, to include the first r + 1 elements in the range. Then 
p. b. . . p,, b,q is the desired m. 
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We are in a position to apply Theorem 1.1. We get a At run n = /&lluzlz ... of (P,q) 
such that E(rc) is r.e. Since 71 is a path through P and C is the set being enumerated 
in the u,‘s, we have f and g such that d gf &?‘, f(R) &. f & C 0 At and 
C + f(R) @ At. Since E(n) is r.e., B is recursive. This completes the proof. 0 
We indicate why, if R is not definable by a recursive & formula, then, under some 
effectiveness assumptions, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold for R. The statement 
that for all c, there exists a E R, a-free over c is either true or false. If it is true, then 
adding some effectiveness conditions, we have the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Sup- 
pose the statement is false. Take c over which no a E R is a-free. Suppose that for each 
a E R, we can find a1 and /3 witnessing the fact that a is not free, so that if 
c,a,ul 6 ~,a’,& then a E R. If d is a-friendly and the existential diagram of d is 
recursive, then by a familiar procedure (see [3]), we can determine a recursive 
II, formula qDo(c, x, U) saying that c, a, a r Gp c, x, u. Then R is defined by the disjunc- 
tion of the formulas 3~ qPa(c, x u), which is recursive C,. 
In [S], we defined hierarchies of Cc and II: formulas, for functions r taking 
relations to ordinals. The definition differs from that of the usual hierarchy of EC, and 
II, formulas in that for T(R) = a, the atomic formulas involving R are counted as C,‘. 
Let r be the function such that T(R) = LX, and T(P) = r(P) = 1 for P in the language 
of d. For this r, the CL formulas are the disjunctions of formulas of the form 
3u[$(x, U) &p(x, u)], where $ is II, for some /3 < CI, and p is a positive R formula; i.e., 
a finite conjunction of atomic formulas involving R. 
It is not difficult to see that if R is definable by a recursive CL formula, then for any 
isomorphism f from d onto a recursive 99 such that f(R) is Cf, f(R) is actually A”,. If 
R is not definable by such a formula, then assuming added effectiveness conditions, we 
can make f(R) C,” and of arbitrary Cz degree over AZ. 
In the result below, the hypothesis says essentially that R is not definable by 
a recursive CL formula. We define a second notion of freeness. We say that a is cl-free 
over c if a E R and for any ur, any /3 < CI, and any positive R-formula p(c,x,u) true of 
a, al, there exist a’ E R and a; such that c, a, ai GB c, a’, a; and a’, a; satisfies p(c, x, u). 
Theorem 2.2. Let ~2 be an a-friendly structure and let R be a recursive relation on d. 
Suppose that for all c, we can find a a-free over c (in the second sense). Then for any C,” 
set C, there is an isomorphism f from zf onto a recursive &I such that f(R) is C,“, 
f GT C 0 AZ, and C GT f (R) 0 A”,. 
Proof. We have requirements R, (coding the presence or absence of n in C) as above. 
We define an a-system (L, U, P, E, Gp8 ,,) and an instruction function almost 
exactly as above. The only change is that along P, we preserve R; i.e., for 
&JlU212 .” E P, if p and q are the final functions in lk and lk+ i, respectively, and 
p (b) E R, then q(b) E R. 
We indicate why, if R is not definable by a recursive Ef formula, then, under added 
effectiveness assumptions, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold for R. The statement 
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that for all c, there exists a a-free over c is either true or false. If it is true, then adding 
some effectiveness conditions, we have the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. Suppose the 
statement is false. Take c over which no a is a-free. Suppose that for each a E l?, we can 
find ai, /I < CI and a positive R-formula p(c, x, u) witnessing the fact that a is not free, 
so that if c, a,al $ c,a’,a; and ~‘,a; satisfies p(c,x,u), then a’ E R. Suppose 1;12 is 
cc-friendly and the existential diagram of JX? is decidable. We can find a recursive 
infinitary II, formula $(c, x, u) saying that c, a, ai $ c, x, u. Then l? is defined by the 
disjunction of the formulas qO(c,x) = 3u[$( c, x,u)& p(c, x,u)]. This is a recursive 
EL formula. 
Using Theorem 1.2, we can strengthen the conclusions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. For 
an arbitrary M-table (C,),,,, we can substitute C,, for AZ. For any C r.e. in C,,, we 
can give f(R) the same degree as C over C,,. 
Theorem 2.3. Let JI! be an c+jiieindly structure, and let R be a recursive relation on JZI. 
Suppose thatfor all c, we can$nd a E R u-free over c in thejrst sense. Let (CD),,, be an 
u-table, and let C be r.e. in C,,. Then there is an isomorphism ffrom d onto a recursive 
.4? such that f <r C and C GT f (R) 0 C,,. 
The proof is the same as for Theorem 2.1 except that the instruction function is 
recursive in C,, and we use Theorem 1.2 instead of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 2.4. Let d be an u-friendly structure, and let R be a recursive relation on &. 
Suppose thatfor all c, we canjnd a E R u-free over c in the second sense. Let (C,),,, be 
an u-table, and let C be r.e. in C,,. Then there is an isomorphism f from AG? onto 
a recursive B such that f <r C 0 C,,, C &- f(R) 0 C,,, and f(R) is r.e. in C,,. 
The proof is the same as for Theorem 2.2 except that the instruction function is 
recursive in C,, and we use Theorem 1.2 instead of Theorem 1.1. 
3. Examples and comments on X, relations 
We give some simple examples illustrating the results of Section 2. 
Example 1. Let p be an infinite recursive ordering, and let & be an ordering of type 
Z” p. Let R consist of one element from each copy of Z”. 
Proposition 3.1. (a) For all C, there is an isomorphism f from d onto a recursive 9J such 
that f (R) =r C. 
(b) Zf f is an isomorphismfrom JZZ onto a recursive 5? such that f (R) is C%, then f(R) 
is A!,. 
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Proof. (a) This follows from the fact that if a and b are taken from a copy of 2” not 
containing an element of c, then there is an automorphism of & fixing c and taking 
a to b (see [2]). 
(b) Note that there is a recursive Xza formula CJ(X, y) saying that x and y lie on the 
same copy of Z”. Then I? is defined by the formula q(x) = 3y[o(x, y) & x # y&R(y)], 
in which R occurs only positively. Therefore, if f is an isomorphism from d onto 
a recursive 9 such that f(R) is Xt,, it is A;,. 17 
Example 2. Let p be an infinite recursive ordering, and let _FZ be an ordering of type 
CO”. p. Let R consist of the first elements of copies of CO’. 
Proposition 3.2. (a) For any isomorphism ffrom d onto a recursive .B’, f(R) is II;, (so if 
f(R) is I$‘,, then it is A;,). 
(b) For any C!, set C, there is an isomorphism f from d onto a recursive ~8 such that 
f(R) @ A;, =T c @ A;,. 
(c) For any (2a)-table (CB)a<2a, and any C REA relative to CcSa, there is an 
isomorphism f from LZI onto a recursive 99 such that f(R) 0 Ccza ET C. 
Proof. (a) As in Example 1, there is a recursive C 2n formula 0(x, y) saying that x and 
y lie on the same copy of ma. Then R is defined by the recursive lIza formula q(x) 
saying Vy < x 1 (T(x, y). Hence, if f is an isomorphism from d onto a recursive &?, 
f(R) is II;,. 
(b) We apply Theorem 2.1, with I? playing the role of R. The structure d is 
(2cc)-friendly (see [3]). Given c, let a be the first element in some copy of O’ which does 
not contain any element of c. Then a is a-free over c (again see [3]). Applying Theorem 
2.1, we get the desired conclusion. 
(c) This is the same as (b) except that we apply Theorem 2.3 instead of 
Theorem 2.1. 0 
Example 3. Let ~4 be the Boolean algebra B((q + 2). co), obtained as the “interval 
algebra” of the ordering (q + 2). o (that is, the set algebra generated by the half-open 
intervals [a, b) with endpoints in the ordering). Let R be the set of non-atoms, and let 
S be the set of elements which are not atomless. 
Proposition 3.3. (a) For any r.e. degree, there is a recursive copy of J$ in which the 
image of R is r.e. of the desired degree (R is always r.e.). 
(b) For any C! degree, there is a recursive copy of & in which the image of S is IS; of 
the desired degree over Ai (S is always Xi). 
Proof. We start with a recursive copy of the ordering (q + 2). w in which we can 
effectively determine the endpoints of the kth copy of 2. This yields a recursive copy of 
& in which we can determine the cardinality of any element. The copy is 2-friendly. To 
see why this is so, note that a <I b iff for x an atom of the finite subalgebra generated 
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by a, and y the corresponding element of the finite subalgebra generated by b, the 
cardinality of x (in the full algebra) is at least as great as that of y. 
For (a), we apply the special case of Theorem 2.1 from [9]. For any c in &‘, we take 
an atom x in the finite subalgebra generated by c such that, in &‘, x is infinite and 
contains an atom a. Then a is free over c in the first sense. For any ai, there exist a’ and 
a; such that a’ is not an atom, the finite subalgebras generated by c, a, al and c, a’, a; 
are isomorphic and no element of a; is an atom unless the corresponding element of 
a1 was an atom. (We leave everything outside x alone and divide x into the appropri- 
ate number of parts so that none of them is an atom.) 
For (b), we apply Theorem 2.1. For any c in &‘, take x, an atom of the finite 
subalgebra generated by c which, in d, such that x contains an interval of form [b, co). 
Take an atomless element a in x. We can show that a is 2-free over c in the first sense. 
For any ai, we have a’ not atomless and a; such that no element of a; is atomless unless 
the corresponding element of ai was, and c, a,ai <i c, a’,~;, which means that an 
element x of the finite subalgebra generated by c, u,al, looked at in -Pe, is at least as large 
as the corresponding element x’ of the subalgebra generated by and c, a’, a;. (As in (a), 
we can leave everything outside x fixed, and divide x into pieces, all containing atoms.) 
Comments. Initially, we conjectured that the conditions from [S] for making f(R) not 
AZ would suffice to give f(R) arbitrary Cz degree, and the conditions for making f(R) 
Cz and not A”, would suffice to make f(R) Cz and of arbitrary Cz degree. These 
conjectures are false. In [6], there are examples satisfying both conditions, with all of 
the effectiveness we could imagine, such that f(R) is necessarily the top set in an 
(X + 1)-table. For c( > 1, there are Cz degrees which are ruled out. 
In [2], there are rather simple conditions which are necessary and sufficient for 
f and f(R) to be given arbitrary Turing degree. These conditions are satisfied if fand 
f(R) can be given arbitrary Ai degree. This means that there are no syntactical 
conditions ~ in fact, there are no conditions of any kind which can be tied to level 
a - for giving fand f(R) arbitrary Zz degree. 
4. Generalizations of the Friedberg-Muchnik Theorem 
Let & be a recursive structure, and let R and S be further relations on &. There are 
natural syntactical conditions which are necessary for the existence of a recursive copy 
of d in which the images of R and S are Cz and independent over A:. Let r be 
the function such that for Q in the language of &, r(Q) = r(Q) = 1, and 
T(R) = T(S) = a. Let r,- 2 r, where r,-(S) = G(, and let r,- 2 r, where r&?) = CI. 
A C~firmula is a formula of the form $(x) = Wi 3Ui [qi(X, ui) & pi(X, ui) & Oi(X, Ui)], 
where for each i, Cpi s II@ for some b < a, in the language of &, pi is a finite conjunction 
of atomic formulas involving R, and pi is a finite conjunction of atomic formulas 
involving S and negations of such formulas. A Cp formula has the same form except 
that R may occur negatively while S may not. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let r;9 be a recursive structure, and let R, S be relations on A!. If l? is 
dejinable in (~4, R, S) by a recursive C:-formula q(c, x), then for any isomorphism ffrom 
& onto a recursive 33 such that f(R) is C,“, f(R) &- AZ 0 f(S). 
Proof. It is enough to show that f(R) is r.e. in AZ @ f (S). Suppose l? is defined 
by the recursive 4X2 formula c~(c, X) = Wi 3ui[qi(c, X, ui) & pi(Cy X, ui) & ai(c, X, ui)], as 
described above. Using an oracle for AZ, we can enumerate the triples (i, b,di) such 
that (49, f(R), f (S)) I= Cpi( f (c), b, di) & pi( f (c), b, di), and using an oracle for f(S), we 
can check whether (99, f(R), f (S)) + ai( f (c), b, di). Thus, with an oracle for A”, @ f(s), 
we can enumerate {b: (B’, f (R), f (S)) + $( f (c), b)} = f (R). This completes the 
proof. 0 
Corollary 4.2. For the existence of an isomorphism f from ~4 onto a recursive 33 such 
that f(R) and f(S) are independent over At, the following conditions are necessary: I? is 
not dejinable in (~2, R, S) by a recursive C?-formula, and s is not dejinable by a recursive 
C?- formula. 
We shall prove that with some additional effectiveness assumptions, the non- 
definability conditions above are sufficient. We use the relations Gp defined earlier, 
but we need further notions of freeness. We say that a is a-free in ri- over c if for all 
u1 and all /? < 01, there exist a’ E R and a; such that c, a,al $ c, a’,~;, and, in addition, 
for an element of the left-hand sequence in R (or S, or s), the corresponding element of 
the right-hand sequence is also in R (or S, or s). Similarly, we define what it means for 
a to be a-free in s over c. 
If R is definable by a recursive CF formula cp(c, x), obviously no a is a-free in R over 
c. Suppose that, for some c, no a is a-free in i? over c. Suppose, moreover, that for each 
a, we can find al and fl witnessing this. Finally, suppose that & is cc-friendly, and the 
existential diagram of _cJ is recursive. Then there is a recursive CF formula cp(c,x) 
defining l?, obtained as follows. First, as in [3], for each a, we determine a recursive 
II0 formula (P~(c, x, u,) such that (P~(c, x, u,) iff c, a,al 6 c, x, u,. Next, let pa(c, x, u,) 
and ca(c, x,u,) be, respectively, the positive R-formula saying which elements of 
c, a, aI are in R, and, and the S-formula saying which elements are in S or 3. Then i? is 
defined by the recursive CF formula cp(c, x) = W, 34 CV.(C, X, 4 & P&,X, 4 
& ga(c, x, &?)I. 
Theorem 4.3. Let & be a recursive structure, and let R,S recursive relations 
on ~4. Suppose that for any c, we can find al a-free in R over c, and we can find 
a2 a-free in s over c. Finally, suppose that ._czI is a-friendly. Then there is an iso- 
morphism ffrom & onto a recursive B such that f(R) and f(S) are ICz and independent 
over A”,. 
Proof. Let B, 9, and E(p) be as before. Let E,(p) be the set of sentences Rb where 
p(b) E R and Sb where p(b) E S. 
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We have the following requirements. 
Rze: W,f’R’Q Ao. #f(S) , 
We say that p provides for a computation of (Pa f(R)@Ai(b) if p(b) E R for all b used 
positively and p(b) E l? for all b used negatively. 
At the At+ 1 level, we want a sequence pobopIbIp,bzpj , where 
(1) PO = 8, 
(2) Pn G Pn+ 1, 
(3) dom(p,) includes the first n constants, and ran(p,) includes the first n elements 
of &, 
(4) Pn+l meets R, as follows: 
For n = 2e, if for some m > n, pm provides for a computation of cp~‘R’@A~(b,), then 
pn+ 1 does this, and p,,+ 1 (b,) E S; otherwise, p,,+ 1 (b,) E f. For n = 2e + 1, the roles of 
R and S are switched, of course. 
Clearly, there is a AZ+ 1 sequence pObOplblp2b2p3 . . . satisfying (l)-(4). Forming 
f= (U, pn)-l, we get d gf 93, wheref(R) and f(S) are independent. We want f(R) 
and f(S) to be Zz, and we want 3? to be recursive. We define an a-system 
(L,U,P,E < , ,p B < .), together with an instruction function q. 
Let L consist of the finite sequences I = p. b. . . . b, _ 1 pI satisfying (l)-(4) for n < r, if 
n = 2e, either p,,+ I(b,) is the element of S effectively chosen to be a-free over 
pn+ 1( < b,) or else pn+ I(b,) E S, and similarly if n = 2e + 1 with R replacing S. Let 
E(1) = E(p,), and let E,(l) = E,(p,). 
Let U = 2’“. 
For a given u E 2k, let L(u) consist of those 1 = pobo . . . b,_ Ip,. in L such that for 
n < r, if n = 2e and there exists n < m < r such that pm provides for a computation of 
(~:(kR)~~(b”), then p,,+ 1 does this and p,,+ 1 (b,) E S, and otherwise, p,,+ 1 (b,) E J?, and the 
same if n = 2e + 1, except that the roles of R and S are switched. 
Let P consist of the finite sequences 1ouIll~2/2 ... such that 
(l) l0 = @), I,+, E L(uk+l), 
(2) uk+l E 2k+1, uk c uk+l, 
(3) lk+l = Pobo . . . b,_Ipr, then either 
(i) lk+ 1 is an extension of lk of form p. b. . . . pV b,p*+ 1, or 
(ii) there exists n such that 1 ,‘+I =pob0...pnb,qforsomeq,whereifn=2e,then 
p,+l(b,)~~whileq(b,)~S,ifn=2e+1,thenp,+l(b,)~~whileq(b,)~R, 
and in any case, E(p,) c E(q) and E,(p,) c E,(q). 
Let ds be as usual. 
We have defined all of the ingredients of the a-system. 
Remark. Let loullluz . . be a path through P, let xx = U, u,, and for each n suppose 
p,, is the last term in 1,. Let f = (IJ, pJ ‘. Then f is an isomorphism from & onto 
a structure 93 such that f(R) and f(S) are independent over X. 
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The instruction function q is defined as follows. If 0 = l0ul . . u,,l,, let q(o) be the 
restriction to n + 1 of the characteristic function of A”,. 
We are in a position to apply the metatheorem. We obtain a Ai run of 
71 = I&&U2 . . . of (P, q) such that E(z) is r.e. Let f and 29 be as in the remark above. 
Then fis an isomorphism from d onto 99, and f(R), f(S) are independent over A”,. 
Since E(x) = D(g), ,fd is recursive. Since f(R) = {b: Rb E E&J), and f(S) = {b: 
Sb E Ed,)}, f(R) and f(S) are x2. This completes the proof. 0 
5. Examples of independent relations 
Here are some examples illustrating the results of Section 4. 
Example 1. Let d = o (a structure for the empty language), and let R and S be 
subsets of o. 
We write X A Y for the symmetric difference (X - Y) u (Y - X). 
Proposition 5.1. (a) If R,l?,S,S, RAS, RA,? are all injinite, then for any LX, there is 
a l-l function f from CO onto a recursive B (which we could take to be CO) such that f(R) 
and f(S) are Ez and independent over A”,. 
(b) Let f be a l-l function from w onto a recursive B. If R or R isfinite, then f(R) is 
recursive, if S or s is jinite, then f(S) is recursive, and if R AS or R A .? is jinite, then 
either f(R) 6 f(S) or f(S) 6 f(R). 
Proof. For (a), we can apply Theorem 4.3. It is easy to see that z? is cl-friendly. For any 
c, any element of R which is not in c and lies on the same side of S as infinitely many 
elements of both R and R is a-free in R. Similarly, any element of s which is not in 
c and lies on the same side of R as infinitely many elements of both S and s is g-free 
in S. 
The statement in (b) is clear. We observe that if R or R is finite, then both are 
definable by open formulas using =, and if R A S or R A $ is finite, then R and i? are 
definable by open formulas using = and S or g, and S and ,? are definable by open 
formulas using = and R or l?. 
The next example involves vector spaces, which have been studied extensively in 
recursive model theory, by Hird [lo] and others. 
Example 2. Let ~2 be a recursive vector space over an infinite recursive field. Let 
R and S be subspaces. 
Proposition 5.2. (a) Suppose one of the following holds: 
(i) R n S has injinite codimension in both R and S, and either Rn S has injinite 
dimension or Cl(Ru S) has injinite codimension, 
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(ii) RnS has infinite dimension, Cl(RuS) h as infinite codimension, and R - S and 
S - R are both non-empty. 
Then for any w., there is an isomorphism ffiom zz! onto a recursive 93 such that f(R) 
and f(S) are Ct and independent over A”,. 
(b) If the conditions from (a) do not hold, then the conclusion fails, at least for c( > 1. 
For a = 1, the conclusion fails provided that the dependence relations on tuples are 
included in the language, as is done in [lo]. 
Proof. We may suppose that R and S are recursive, there is a recursive basis for R n S, 
this extends to recursive bases for R and for S, and the union of these bases extends to 
a recursive basis for d (there is a copy of (A, R, S) for which this is so). 
For (a), we apply Theorem 4.3. The structure d is a-friendly. Given c, we must 
determine elements free over c in R and in S. We show how this is done for R. The 
conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee one of the following: 
(i) Cl(R u S) has infinite codimension and R - S # 8, 
(ii) RnS has infinite dimension and infinite codimension in S. 
If (i) holds, let a $ Cl(R u Sue). 
Note that we can find such an a by first expressing the elements of c in terms of the 
basis, and then letting taking a basis element which lies outside RuS and does not 
appear in the expression for elements of c. 
Claim 1. Given aI, we have an automorphism of & fixing c and the part of aI in 
Cl(Ru Sue), mapping the rest of aI to S, and taking a to some a’ E R - S. 
Proof. Let b be a maximal subset of a, independent over R u S UC, a, and let d be the 
rest of al. Let c* be be the result of adding to c finitely many elements of R and S, so 
that d is in Cl(a, b, c*). Take x E R - S. We may suppose that x $ Cl(c*). If this is not 
so initially, we replace x by the result of adding to it an element of RnS. We may 
suppose that for all i, if di = mia + Si(c*), then mix* + Zi(c*)#S. If this is not SO 
initially, we replace x by a multiple. At most one multiple of x is bad for any given i, so 
we can choose one which is good for all i. Now, we take an automorphism of JZJ’ fixing 
c* and b and mapping a to x. 
It follows from the claim that a is a-free over c in R. 
If (ii) holds, let a E S - Cl(R u c). 
Note that we can find such an a by first expressing the elements of c in terms of the 
basis and then taking an element of the basis for S which is not in R and does not 
appear in the expressions for the elements of c. 
Claim 2. Given al, we have an automorphism of djxing c and the part of aI in R, taking 
elements of a, to elements on the same side of S, and taking a to some a’ E RnS. 
Proof. Let b be a maximal subset of a, independent over R u c, a and let d be the rest 
of ai. Let c* be the result of adding to c finitely many elements of R such that d is in 
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Cl(a, b, c*). Take x E R A S - Cl(c*). There is an automorphism of d fixing c* and b, 
and taking a to x. Elements of d in R are in Cl@*), so they stay fixed. If dj $ R, then 
di has the form mia + ri(b, c*), and the image is di = mix + ri(b, c*). Since u and x are 
both in S, di E S iff d/ E S. 
It follows from the claim that a is m-free over c in R. 
For (b), let f be an isomorphism from & onto a recursive copy. Suppose the 
conditions fail. If R has finite codimension, then R is definable in (~2, R) by a recursive 
C1 formula with only positive occurrences of R. Therefore, if R is Cz, it is A.“,. The same 
is true for S. Suppose R and S both have infinite codimension. Then if(i) and (ii) fail, 
we have one of the following two situations: 
Case 1: S is a subspace of R of finite codimension, or vice versa. 
Case 2: CI(R u S) has finite codimension, and R n S has finite dimension. 
In Case 1, say S c R and S has finite codimension in R. Then R is defined in 
(&, R, S) by a recursive C 1 formula with only positive occurrences of R, so if f(R) is 
C”,, it is recursive in f(S) 0 A”,. 
In Case 2, say d is maximal independent in RnS, and b is maximal independent 
over RuS. Then XER iff 3u~R 3v~S [(u=Ovu~Cl(d))&x~Cl(~,d,v,6)&x~ 
Cl(u,d)]. If the dependence relations are in the language, we can say this using 
a recursive C1 formula with only positive occurrences of R. Therefore, iff(R) is r.e., it 
is recursive in f(S). If the dependence relations are not in the language, then it requires 
a recursive II, formula to say x $ Cl(u,d) and a recursive C, formula in all. Still, for 
c1 > 1, if f(R) is C,“, then it is recursive in f(S) @ A”,. 
Here is one more result on pairs of subspaces of a vector space, not covered by the 
result above. 
Proposition 5.3. Let d be a vector space, where ZZI is the direct sum of R and S. Take the 
usual language, with a symbol for + and one multiplication by t for each scalar t. 
(a) Supposing that R and S are infinite dimensional, there are recursive copies in which 
the image of R has arbitrary Turing degree. 
(b) If f is an isomorphism from d onto a recursive copy, then f(R) and f(S) are not 
r.e. and independent. 
Proof. We prove (a) from first principles. We start with a recursive vector space 
B (over the appropriate field) such that 93 has a recursive basis B. Let B1 be a subset of 
B of the degree we want for f ( VI), and let Bz = B - Bi. There is an isomorphism 
f from & onto B such that B1 is a basis for f(R) and Bz is a basis for f (S). Then f(R) 
and f(S) both have this same degree. 
For (b), note that R is definable by the formula 3u 3 [x = u + u & Ru & Su& 
v # 01, and similarly, for S Therefore, if both R and S are r.e., they are both recursive. 
We conclude by suggesting a further variant of the Friedberg-Muchnik Theorem. 
Problem: Let CQZ be a recursive structure, and let (RB)l 48ca, (SP)I sP<a be families of 
relations on .JZ.Z’. Give conditions guaranteeing that there is an isomorphism f from 
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d onto a recursive B such that for all p < LX, f(Rp) and f(S,) are Ci and independent 
over A”p. 
This problem is interesting for methodological reasons. In proving Theorem 4.3, we 
carried out a construction on the top level like the proof of the Friedberg-Muchnik 
Theorem, and we used the metatheorem only to pass the information about this 
construction down to the recursive level. We cannot find a 2-system and a A: instruc- 
tion function which yield the Friedberg-Muchnik Theorem. For the problem above, 
the metatheorem of [l], and related results, for constructions with requirements at 
more than one level [4] and for constructions with sets enumerated at various levels 
[S], do not apply. 
As above, there is a condition which is easily seen to be necessary. Let r be the 
function such that for Q E L, r(Q) = r(Q) = 1, for 1 < y < c(, T(Ry) = T(Sy) = y. We 
are interested in r-structures 98. Let rfP be the extension of r taking ,?, to 8. If & is 
definable by a recursive Cpb formula, then in any r-structure B’, R, & S, 0 A; (or in 
any r’-structure, where r’ is the restriction of r defined on R, for y 6 /I, S, for y < fl, 
and Q, Q for Q in the language of &). Similarly, for the extension r,-, of r taking & to 
fi, if $, is definable by a recursive C 28 formula, then in any r-structure g’, 
S, GT R, @ As. The same is true for any Y-structure, where r’ is the restriction of 
r defined on S,, for y < /I, R,, for y < p, and Q, Q, for Q in the language of &‘. 
Thus, a necessary condition for the existence of an isomorphism ffrom & onto 
a r-structure 99 such that for 1 6 b < c(, R,, S, are independent over A$ is that for 
each /I, & is not definable by a recursive Cp 6 formula and SD is not definable by 
a recursive CFp formula. We conjecture that under some additional effectiveness 
conditions, this is sufficient. 
Michalski [ 1 l] has proved the conjecture for c( = 2. 
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